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From the Desk of the General Secretary
Dear Donors,
Greetings from Lok Kalyan
Samiti!
I am writing to you at a time, when
thankfully the third wave of
Covid19 pandemic has receded without causing
any havoc as compared to earlier waves. I just
hope we are already in an endemic stage and
worst will be soon behind us. The past two years
have been testing times for all of us in the real
sense.
The unprecedented fear and restrictions on
normal life that the pandemic brought with it
tested not only our inherent strength and
preparedness but our faith in humanity as well.
Metaphorically all of us were tested on a daily
basis.

All our three centres are back on to their routine
work. This has kept our community of patients
going and seeking help. And with better
understanding and services, we have serviced
their trust all this while. We will keep working to
serve their interest. As in the past our continuous
process of improvement and upgrading ourselves
will go on to keep us relevant as our future journey
goes on from here.
Our School children have suffered a lot in these
two years. Hopefully that will come to an end.
Like this spring gives new life to barren lands and
listless trees, I am optimistic this will be a spring of
new hope and entering into a normal with a new
lot of responsibility. We have been conducting
online and offline classes as the Government
orders for Covid related precautions. We hope to
get back to 100% classroom very soon.

We alongside the rest of the world have learnt a
lot. The world realized importance of a robust
healthcare both at the individual level as well as at
societal level. The way public health was exposed
also means there is a lot of thinking in improving
these services and infrastructure as demonstrated
by this year's union government budget.
Individuals have become aware about good
immunity and staying healthy. LKS has been very
fortunate to be already in the field of healthcare
and I must say with a sense of satisfaction that by
keeping our services afloat in crisis we proved our
founding fathers right. Wherever we fitted, we
delivered.

Holi is a festival of togetherness and merriment.
Let's pray for harmony, happiness and health of
all. Wishing you a happy and colorful Holi as
always.

I must profoundly thank all of you who stood by
us and contributed to our appeals from time to
time. You have been our strength and please
continue to be like that. Our ongoing mission will

(Mrs. Harita Gupta)
General Secretary
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face new challenges from this extraordinary
situation as the society recovers. We have lost a lot
and will have to build back better. Wellness and
care will continue to be areas of more work.
Together, we have to bring hope and purpose to
lives of all those who will need healthcare in one
form or the other.
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We bank on your support and like always will
look forward to your generous donations.
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Gupta ji's Death Anniversary
Rich tributes were paid to Shri Kalyan Singh Gupta on his 20th death anniversary. Shri
Gupta the founding secretary of LKS, was the force behind making it a reputed
national and international organization in the field of cataract elimination and other
social welfare programmes. Born on September 9, 1924, Shri Gupta had passed away
on January 23, 2002.
On the occasion his statue bust at Sucheta Bhawan, was
garlanded and respects paid by LKS staff. His relentless pursuit
towards “cataract removal programme” was also fondly
remembered.
Late Shri Kalyan Singh Gupta, the ex-General Secretary was
conferred “Padamshree” by the President of India, late Dr. Zakir
Hussain in recognition of LKS's Services to the poor and needy in 1969. It was his
initiative that in 1975 LKS started Free Eye Operations. Mobile Medical teams
visited slums for screening
for cataract operations. Free
Spectacles were also
provided. This vision that
he had for LKS is still the
guiding principle of work at LKS. We rededicate
ourselves to his vision as we remember his
contribution and love for the work he dedicated
his life to.

Choose Lok Kalyan Samiti under CSR for meaningful
outreach and change
Lok Kalyan Samiti (LKS) established in 1950s is a
respected organization in voluntary sector of
India. LKS primarily focuses on alleviating
sufferings of the poor and needy through various
programmes and schemes.

Given the need to sustain, improve and scale up
these programs, we solicit your participation.
Donations to Eye Care Programmes & all other
donations are entitled to 50% rebate u/s 80 (G) of
the Income Tax Act 1961.

Eye Care and in particular cataract surgery (We
have successfully restored eyesight to over 58,068
cataract patients and this flagship program
continues with same vigor and commitment with
latest techniques and experienced hands),
Medicare through specialist OPDs, Remedial
Education for children through Sponsor-a-Child
scheme and Vocational Training for young
women are a few very popular programs
administered by LKS through a network of three
centres—two in Delhi and one in Gurgaon. Child
centric activities have received the National
Award in 2009 from Government of India.

Companies that wish to serve the society through
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) funding are
welcome to consider Lok Kalyan Samiti and its
programmes for the same.
You can reach us directly at: 011-23235505, 01123230685, 011-23234564 and speak to :- Col. R.
Lakhanpal, Mr. Rahul Goyal or Mrs. Sunita
Mathur.
You can even visit us at Lok Kalyan Samiti, 11-A,
Vishnu Digamber Marg, Rouse Avenue, New
Delhi-110002.
Or you can email us at : info@lokkalyansamiti.org
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LKS's Battle with Covid has been
‘maintaining regular services with caution’
Lok Kalyan Samiti has a name and reputation in
Eye Care besides trust of a lot of those people who
are at the bottom of the pyramid in our society.
Therefore when Covid19 presented as a pandemic
of century without any definitive cure, like
anybody else, LKS was also rattled with
uncertainty of coping with it. But thanks to a
cautious, balanced and practical approach, Eye
Care services at LKS remained running for most of
the time during the past two years except during
the Covid wave peaks and lockdown.
At the earliest opportunity all procedures
including cataract surgeries were back as per
Government guidelines. The measures and
protocols meant to prevent transmission of
infection helped. “No crowding, allowing nobody
inside without mask, temperature screening,
sanitization as standard protocols has been
observed through the pandemic period. For OT
procedures and those diagnostics and treatments
requiring close contact with the patient, we asked
for RT-PCR negative tests and didn't rely on Rapid
Tests. Also, those patients who presented with
symptoms of cough and cold were asked to get
tested for possible infection. Most of these
precautions worked well and most of us are safe
although a few cases did happen in our staff. But I
must say given the number of patients we see on a
daily basis in our hospital, the proportionate
number of cases was far less and that means
preventive measures worked well,” says Dr.
Seema Bahuguna, Senior ophthalmologist at LKS
Eye Hospital. We also got our staff vaccinated
early on as per Health Worker guidelines.

A common manifestation indirectly related to
Covid pandemic is the eye strain, watery eyes, dry
eyes, headaches and heaviness due to excessive
screen time on laptops and mobiles by children
and young people as online education and work
from home became a new normal. Even the older
people, who were advised to stay home fell back
upon video content on their mobile phones and
developed eye strain. “Children reporting with
eye strain and headaches has been common
during this period and we advised them to limit
the screen time says Dr. Seema Bahuguna. The
problem has not been the online classes as these
have been regulated as per age appropriateness.
The problem lies in gaming for extended hours,
stay awake, not eating on time, junk food, and
other lifestyle changes. Blinking of eye is to
prevent dryness and keeping the eye lubricated. A
person working on laptop or smart phone blinks
less and hence develops symptoms of dry eye
with on long hours spend on devices, “
Dr. Bahuguna recommends that people should
take breaks and if that is not possible at least after
every half an hour take eyes off the device and
look at a distant place say through a window. It
helps in eye muscle balance. Good sleep, good
healthy diet that is needed normally for the body
will also do good to eyes. Green leafy veggies,
fruits, legumes, active lifestyle will also help eye
health. “We see if there is a need to change glasses
in those who wear them on account of refractive
errors. Also we prescribe eye lubricants,
multivitamin supplements and a few exercises,”
she adds.

Celebrate Holi with knowledge
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The festival of colors is a traditional and religious festival. Playing with colors is one of its major
attractions. Eyes which should be protected at all costs from foreign particles even dust can get
injured if colors get into eyes. All colors have fine glass particles in them and even most herbal
colors have no guarantees of safety when it comes to eyes. When color gets accidently into the eye,
the first tendency is to rub the eyes. Please don't rub your eyes. Rubbing causes injury to cornea.
Wash your eyes thoroughly with water. In most cases, this helps.

New A Scan Machine
A new scan Machine is installed in our Eye OPD at Sucheta Bhawan,
New Delhi. A-scans are also extremely beneficial in cataract
surgeries, as they enable the Opthalmologist to determine the
power of the intraocular lens (IOL) needed for the artificial implant.

LKS Chakkarpur Centre negotiating Covid well
Chakkarpur Centre's resilience to Covid19 pandemic is marked well. Since
the pandemic began and government guidelines were issued on it from time
to time, Chakkarpur Centre, followed it all. Taking every precaution and
observing protocols, the centre and its OPD facility remained open at every
permissible opportunity. This approach also kept hope of patients alive and
kept their trust. From telemedicine to physical opening, the Centre remained
engaged to its beneficiaries and well-wishers.
As the conditions eased after the second wave, the centre opened fully and
allowed patients after thermal screening, hand sanitization and following the
social distance norms. Anyone reporting with high
fever and symptoms resembling Covid were
advised to go for tests at a testing facility. All these measures, helped the
centre stay open and gradually the number of patients started increasing.
In order to provide staggered OPD services, Dental, Eyes and Physiotherapy
is now also provided in the afternoon shift till 5.30 pm. For this purpose the
number of doctors has been increased. The timing of general physician has
also been increased till 5 pm.
What is more satisfying is that the monthly vaccination camp done with
Haryana government is running as per schedule on 18th of every month
thereby providing essential vaccines to children of the neighbourhoods .

Nand Nagri Centre: Return to near normal
As per government guidelines, the schools were
not reopened for a long time prompting students
and schools to turn online. Our centre too
switched over to online and remote teaching.
However, the disadvantaged sections owning to
lack of access to devices were not able to learn. In
August, 2021, LKS decided to provide tablets to
those students who couldn't manage smart
phones etc,. Under this program, the tablets were
provided to 53 students who have no facility of
smart phone/computers at their home. These
computer tablets had immensely contributed in
continuation of their study. We thank our donor
Mrs. Saroj Bhargava for providing 30 used tablets
which also helped.
Before the onset of third wave, the centre was also
gradually returning to physical classes and 130140 children students started attending their
classes daily.

The students of LKS, Nand Nagri Centre who
have received the computer tablets for their study
are extremely happy about the fact that now they
are able to study properly as they have computer
tablets which anable them to study on line in
period of lockdown. The parents of these children
are also very happy and thankful to LKS as their
children are keeping their study continued
without any effect of lockdown/closure of school.
They were very positive and thankful for tablets.
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English Bolo App
"Read To Me App" is introduced to students and
they found the app very useful and
knowledgeable. The app helps both students and
teachers in a very positive way.
Given the importance of English language
communication in today's world, it is good to start
early in school itself. Online and digital education
has made it more easy and engaging. This is seen
at our centre as well. Children of remedial centre
at Nand Nagari are happily exploring the
language thanks to English Learner, an edtech that

offers English Bolo app for students. The edtech
was kind enough to donate app subscription to
our centre and as such students from class 6 to 10
are now taking help of English Bolo app to study
their English lessons. The app mapped to NCERT
curriculum supplements English textbooks and
makes self-study more fruitful. Its features of
correcting pronunciations, spellings and
adjustable reading speed—all help students in
learning of English both as a subject and language.
Thank you English Learner.

More opportunities in Tailoring Craft
In the recent months 52 students had been enrolled in Craft and Tailoring Centre. With the guidance of
Mrs Usha Rani (Craft and Tailoring Teacher) students had made more than 2000 Masks. Students have
learnt the method of making woollen bags and woollen shawls. The Craft Centre at the same time follows
the government guidelines strictly and closes/opens classes accordingly.

Momagic Foundation Sponsors Camp
The free eye surgery camp held on 16th December 2021 was
sponsored by M/s Momagic Foundation. The director of the
Foundation Mr. Gupta, his father and sons attended closing
ceremony. They wre present at the briefing session/
medicine distribution session and distributed packets of
fruits to every patient.

Shiv Nadar school students make special donation
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A group of class 10 students from Shiv Nadar
School, Gurgaon, who formed a team by the name
of Team Swasth collected left over unused
medicine and supplies from several residential
colonies in school neighbourhood. The collection
weighed more than 50 Kg and included essential
medicines, masks, gloves, sanitizers and other kits.

The school had contacted the LKS after which the
Chakkarpur centre received the sacks of donation
from the children. Then, the supplies were
carefully examined and grouped and distributed
to Centres. We thank the team of students for this
enterprising social work and choosing to donate to
us.

For Kind Attention of Online Donors
Please make sure you inform us about your donations. Some of our esteemed donors who donate online
don't chose to inform us about it. They are right in their own way thinking that we can capture donor
information. However, in order to make our receipts delivery and records efcient, we would like to
request all our online donors to drop us one or two lines email (info@lokkalyansamiti.org) after making
donations.
Thank you.

Farewell to Susan
Mrs. Susan Mathew, who served as a lab technician at
Sucheta Bhawan laboratory for more than two
decades, was given a warm sendoff on December 31st
2021 after she took early retirement voluntarily. A
jovial person and an expert at work; Susan will be
missed by staff and doctors for a long time. At the
farewell, all colleagues wished her well and fondly
recalled her great companionship.
Mrs. Susan Mathew, who joined LKS in 2000, was
currently one of the longest serving employees of LKS. Her story
and association with LKS is also a statement on how LKS has empowered women in its
small way. Coming from the beautiful state of Kerala, Susan had just begun her married life when her
husband had to move to Delhi on job. She had to quit her job and start afresh in Delhi. Soon children
arrived and she couldn't work fulltime. Then on reference of a friend she came to LKS as a part timer and
it really helped her bringing up her children, who now settled aboard. “The warmth, love and
cooperation I received from colleagues and doctors not only made me comfortable but feel at home as
well. I'll special like to mention Krishna Brij and Dr. Malik, who in their own way were like mentors to
me. We moved from manual testing to readymade testing kits and it was a great learning. I have in my
own way tried to pass on this tradition and trained apprentices and new staff,” she says.
Post-retirement, her husband decided to move back to home state and now Susan respecting his decision
will be moving to a new home in Palakkad. We wish her well and pray for her long years of happiness
and good health together with Mr. Mathew.

Patient Testimonial
Rakhi Jain would like to thank the entire team of
physiotherapy and Acupressure at the Lok Kalyan
Samiti, Chakkarpur Centre (Gurgaon). LKS
doctors teated my chronic shoulder and neck
problem which was very painful. The treatment at
Lok Kalyan Samiti has helped me a lot. I have been
coming here regularly for my treatment and I am
so happy with the progress I have experienced. I
have recommended Lok Kalyan Physio team &
acupressure team to my friends also, who have
been having similar issues. Thank you very much
Lok Kalyan Samiti.
Very efficient and friendly system of eye care. From
registration counter to inquiry and actual service. I

found everyone is welcoming. It has been a happy
experience. Just like I was referred by someone for eye
care services. I in turn will definitely refer LKS to my
friends and colleagues.
— Vandana Sharma
Treatment was good. Faced no difficulty as
everything went smoothly. Thanks you LKS for Eye
Operation.
— Indu Devel
Good work. Faced no difficulty. My operation was
good. All staff members were cooperative and
supportive.
— Yogesh Singh
I am satisfied with the treatment at LKS. It is
really a step by step good process with cooperative
staff.
– Devender Kumar
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You can remit funds directly to our ICICI Bank account from your Bank account. Please note the banking details as
given below :

Foreign Currency donors can use SWIFT Code which is SBININBB104 for credit to
Saving bank A/c No. 40239877493 of Lok Kalyan Sami with State Bank of India,
FCRA Cell, 4th Floor, State Bank of India, New Delhi Main Branch,
11, Sansad Marg, New Delhi-110001.
Branch Code : 00691, IFSC Code of Bank’s Branch : SBIN0000691.
Please advise us details of your remi ance separately i.e.
Name/Address/Cheque No/Amount etc.

Paytm : +91-9871006976
Pay using Paytm Wallet & UPI, Google Pay, PhonePe or any UPI App
through the Link #PaytmKaro h ps://paytm.me/xWKC-VL OR Scan the QR Code
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